This diversity makes it particularly difficult to evaluate the impact of "Protestantism" on judicial decision making.
II. HISTORY
The Supreme Court's religious shift is only comprehensible within a larger historical framework. Of the Court's 112 justices, ninety-one (81%) have been Protestant, thirteen (12%) have been Roman Catholic, eight (7%) have been Jewish, and one (1%) was without any stated religious affiliation (though born into a Protestant family). Prior to the last two decades, the most religiously diverse Court sat from 1916-1921, and included two Catholics (Justices White and McKenna) and one Jew (Justice Brandeis). 20 The Court included only one Catholic from 1969 to 1986, two Catholics from 1986 to 1993, and no Jews from the late 1960s until the mid-1990s.
18
The next section explores the Court's Catholic and Jewish justices in greater depth. Beginning in the mid-19 th century, presidents often reserved an unofficial Court seat for Catholic justices. In the early 20 thCentury a Jewish seat was also informally established. These seats depended upon the nation's political atmosphere and perceived effect on the electorate. During the country's early history, Presidents' most important consideration in selecting Supreme Court justices was geography, with religion given little due. 22 During this period, Protestants dominated the federal government and even occasionally encouraged hostility toward Catholics. 23 According to Barbara Perry, "such provocations came often 24 Catholics were often derided as owing allegiance to the Pope and having cultural practices incompatible with the nation's religious majority. 25 Given this environment, the 1834 ascension of Chief Justice Roger B. Taney is all the more remarkable. 26 Though secularly educated, Taney was a devout Catholic. 27 The justice's success must partially be attributed to his wealthy family, who sent him to the most prestigious schools and allowed him access to the nation's most elite organizations. 28 Taney became childhood friends with future President Andrew Jackson, who rightly surmised that Taney's natural political skills and personal loyalty could be politically useful. 29 After becoming president, Jackson appointed Taney Secretary of the Treasury, commanding him to dismantle the Bank of the United States. 30 Jackson then "determined to reward Taney's" successful "efforts" with the Court's center chair, believing that he would rule more favorably for the executive branch than the recently departed John Marshall. 31 There is no indication that Taney's Catholicism motivated Jackson's decision either negatively or positively. 32 The day's broadsheets were relatively silent on this issue, treating the future justice's religion as "almost an afterthought." 33 Taney was vehemently attacked for his Catholicism by some of Jackson's critics, who alleged that the future justice would prove loyal to a "foreign potentate." 34 This storm subsided relatively quickly, however, and the President was able to push through his desired appointment, leading Taney to serve for over three decades. 35 Throughout Chief Justice Taney's tenure on the Court, scores of lessons/nativism/pages/historical_bg.html (last visited May 10, 2011 
A. The Catholic Seat
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Illinois for the then one-term President.
55
In choosing Murphy, Roosevelt was able to both "provide suitable recognition" of the Democratic Party's Catholic constituency, while also securing a sympathetic vote on the nation's highest judicial body.
56
Justice Murphy's 1949 death led to a brief vacancy of the Catholic seat. President Truman nominated Protestant Tom C. Clark to replace him, refusing to consider religion when making his judicial selections.
57
The influential Catholic Commonweal agreed with Truman's "faithblind test," but nevertheless observed that Catholics constituted twenty percent of the total population and should reasonably make up at least a ninth of the Court. 
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(2) Jews and Catholics are better Supreme Court appointees than Protestants.
(3) A combination of distinct yet related factors have favored Catholic and Jewish nominees, ranging from ethnic correlations to geographical considerations.
(4) The Court's current religious makeup is simply a result of random chance, 86 or, in the words of Sheldon Goldman, the outcome of "a unique configuration of circumstances," having nothing (or very little) to do with religion. Numerous factors could explain this hypothesis. Perhaps Catholics and Jews are more qualified than their Protestant peers or somehow better able to obtain key positions, or perhaps the latter group has simply lost interest in the law. Before evaluating these potential claims, however, it is necessary to first establish the underlying validity of this hypothesis.
In analyzing the judicial selection pool (Table 6 below), 88 a striking pattern emerges. Whereas past Courts were composed of justices from a variety of government sectors, the current court almost exclusively includes former circuit court judges. 89 If the circuit courts consist of a majority of Catholic and Jewish judges, this would surely help explain the Court's lack of Protestant justices. From 1801-2009, a total of 701 circuit court judges were appointed.
91
Of those judges whose religions are known (685), 481 91. This data was gathered from three primary sources: All information from 1801-2000 came from Professor Gerard S. Gryski (Auburn University) who emailed me his extensive data set on circuit court judges (many pieces which are publicly available at http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/ICPSR/) (e-mail received on Apr. 22, 2011); circuit court information from 2000 to the end of George W. Bush's presidency came from Professor Sheldon Goldman (University of Massachusetts) (received on Apr. 18, 2011); and finally, all remaining circuit court information was obtained from the website NNDB (http://www.nndb.com/about/) (last visited May 11, 2011). All three strands of data were then compiled and combined into a (Table 7 and Graph 1 below), while Protestant appointments have waned considerably since the 1950s (reaching their lowest ebb in the 1990s at 52%), they have nevertheless held a majority of seats until the present day, refuting any simple speculation that Catholics and Jews dominate the circuit courts. One gains additional insight by comparing the makeup of the circuit courts to the nation's overall religious makeup (see Graph 3 below). Notably, up until the 1980s Catholics were underrepresented on the circuit courts.
And while Catholics and Jews are currently overrepresented (by approximately ten percent and sixteen percent, respectively), this is dramatically less so than on the Supreme Court. 94. This analyses ends in 2009 rather than 2010 due to the lack of available reliable data for the latter year, much of which is still being collected.
95. Unsurprisingly, this varied considerably by geographical location. Whereas the diverse Third Circuit (representing New Jersey, Delaware, and Pennsylvania) contained three Protestants, two Catholics, and two Jews, the Fifth (representing Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas) and Tenth (representing Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Utah, and Wyoming) circuits were composed entirely of Protestants.
96. This excludes the eleven judges on the Federal Circuit, whose information is not publicly available.
97. Again, this varied considerably by geography; while Protestants held a majority in most circuits, they were outnumbered by Catholics in the Third, Seventh (representing Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin) and Tenth circuits, and by both Catholics and Jews in the First circuit (representing Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Puerto Rico, and Rhode Island).
98. This again excludes the eleven federal circuit judges, whose information is not publicly available.
99. The Third, Seventh, and Tenth circuits were again dominated by Catholics, with the First circuit containing more Catholic and Jewish than Protestant judges. 
Testing this hypothesis entails exploring the importance of each justice's religion in his or her selection and confirmation process.
Justice Antonin Scalia
Justice Scalia's Catholicism is a central aspect of his life.
106 His entire family is reportedly quite religious, and one of his sons is a priest.
107 Educated at a Jesuit high school, Scalia attends weekly mass, reportedly driving long distances to traditionally more conservative parishes.
108 He has also expressed discomfort with some of the more liberal reformations of Vatican II, preferring the Orthodox Latin Mass.
109
Prior to his tenure on the Supreme Court, Scalia was a widely respected and relatively young circuit court judge, 110 the latter withdrew from consideration after admitting to having smoked marijuana with his former law students.
130
The administration felt understandably chastened, desiring a nominee with duly conservative credentials but a relatively tamer background.
131
Anthony Kennedy fit this bill nicely. As a Ninth Circuit judge, Kennedy had written many respected and generally conservative opinions and was considered a firm believer in judicial restraint.
132 A presidential background committee further determined Kennedy was a safe (albeit none too exciting) pick, and Reagan nominated him with available at http://www.history.com/audio/ronald-reagan-on-roe-v-wade#ronald-reagan-on-roe-vwade.
123 141 at the time of his nomination he declared himself a "non-practicing Catholic," expressing no affiliation with any particular congregation.
142
There is no indication that Thomas's religion or lack thereof had anything to do with President Bush's selection of him. 143 Rather, the justice was nominated because he brought both conservatism and racial diversity to the Court. The subsequent controversies of the future justice's nomination are well known and culminated in a historically close fifty-two to forty-eight confirmation vote. 148 Whereas issues of race and sexuality often came into play-resulting in Thomas's famous accusation of a "high tech lynching" 149 -his religion went entirely unmentioned during this arduous process.
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Justice Ginsburg was the first Jewish nominee to the Supreme Court in nearly thirty years. While Ginsburg does not attend any specific synagogue, she has admitted having a strong "devotion to Jewish ethical values" and a great sensitivity to her "Jewish identity." 150 Ginsburg has particularly praised Judaism's commitment to social justice, though she has denied that being Jewish has ever directly affected her jurisprudence. 151 Ginsburg was not the first candidate President Clinton considered for the Supreme Court. The President went through a long list of candidates, ranging from his wife Hillary to political philosopher Michael Sandel.
152
A number of potential candidates also rejected President Clinton's initial offers, including George J. Mitchell, a Protestant; Richard Riley, a Protestant; and Mario Cuomo, a Catholic.
153
Clinton then interviewed a number of so-called "diversity candidates" (in both gender and race), eventually settling on Ginsburg.
154
Clinton advisor George Stephanopolous recalls that Ginsburg 
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Democrat. She would also appeal to moderates, since she supported abortion rights but was somewhat tough on crime.
156
Her husband Martin, a prominent attorney and acquaintance of Clinton's, also helped win influence during her confirmation hearing. 157 Ginsburg has denied that Judaism had anything to do with her selection. According to the justice, "In contrast to Frankfurter, Goldberg, and Fortas . . . no one regarded Ginsburg and Breyer as filling a Jewish seat. Both of us take pride in and draw strength from our heritage, but our religion simply was not relevant to President Clinton's appointments." 158 In light of Stephanophoulis's remarks, Ginsburg's comments do not seem entirely accurate. While Judaism appears to have played some role in her selection, however, it was surely a small one. 159 This biographical detail went unmentioned during her hearings, which focused on Ginsburg being the second female ever nominated to the Supreme Court. 160 And while some senators criticized the future justice for being overly vague during questioning, she was easily confirmed by a ninty-six to three vote. 161 
Justice Stephen Breyer
Justice Breyer is perhaps the Court's most secular member. He is not known to attend synagogue, and be rarely mentions his Jewish heritage. Further, Breyer is married to a non-Jew, and one of his daughters is an Episcopal priest. 162 At no time during Breyer's confirmation hearing was his Judaism mentioned, 163 Following Babitt and Arnold, Breyer emerged as a compromise candidate. The President originally found Breyer dry and unfriendly, privately remarking that he wanted a justice with more "heart."
167 But the President Clinton's proposed healthcare reform was quickly approaching Congress, and he had only limited political capital. 168 Breyer's nomination would likely evoke little controversy, and the President could focus on the more important battles to come. 169 Indeed, while healthcare would eventually polarize the nation, Breyer's confirmation went expectedly smoothly, culminating in an eighty-nine to seven vote.
170
Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr.
Educated in a strict Catholic high school, Roberts attends weekly mass and is deeply involved in his local parish. 171 As a friend of the chief justice remarked shortly after his nomination, while "[John and his wife] are not the kind of people who would be in your face," they "are devout Catholics" whose religion plays an enormous role in their "personal lives. 
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Immediately following Bush's nomination, however, Miers was attacked for a lack of legal experience. She had never been a judge and appeared to be uninformed regarding basic issues of constitutional law. 191 The Right further feared Miers's unclear stance on abortion. 192 These concerns were then compounded by a series of ill-prepared interviews with the Senate Judiciary Committee, who characterized Miers's reticence in answering many important legal questions as "insufficient" and "insulting." 193 Even Republicans requested that the candidate be more forthcoming, demanding that Bush release any legal memoranda drafted or written by Miers. 194 Attacked from all sides and unlikely to survive confirmation, Miers abruptly withdrew from consideration in October of 2005. 195 Samuel Alito's name was submitted shortly thereafter. Alito's qualifications were unimpeachable. Appointed to the Third Circuit in 1982 by Bush's father, Alito had previously argued twelve cases before the Supreme Court and two dozen cases before different courts of appeals. 196 As one conservative memo proudly summarized, "Alito has more federal judicial experience than 105 of the 109 justices appointed in Supreme Court history." 197 Further, Alito had the paper trail Meirs lacked, having taken a conservative stance on everything from the Establishment Clause to prison litigation. 198 Alito had also explicitly rejected abortion as a constitutional right.
JOURNAL OF LAW & RELIGION
[Vol. XXVII jurisprudence, even dubbing him "Scalito," 200 his confirmation went relatively smoothly. 201 Perhaps sensitive to the significant criticism generated when they questioned Roberts's Catholicism, senators did not mention Alito's Catholicism during his confirmation hearings, though the specter of religion undoubtedly loomed over questions of Roe as "settled law." 202 Ultimately, most of the hearing was more philosophical, focused on the justice's potential adherence to precedent and his understanding of strict constructionism. 203 And though Alito's confirmation vote, fifty-eight to forty-two, was considerably closer than Robert's vote, his success was not really in question. 204 There is no evidence that President Bush purposely sought to create a Catholic Court, as his original nominee, Harriet Miers, had been Protestant. 205 When confronted with the opportunity to appoint another Catholic, however, the President did not hesitate. More than anything else, Alito's considerable judicial experience and conservative jurisprudence, particularly regarding reproductive rights, secured his nomination and confirmation.
Justice Sonia Sotomayor
If Bush had little hesitation in creating the first Catholic majority Court, President Obama was equally untroubled cementing the majority with the Court's sixth Catholic justice, Sonia Sotomayor. Although she was raised in a relatively conservative Catholic household and attended Catholic schools, Sotomayor is seemingly less devout than her immediate predecessors, mainly attending church for family celebrations
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207
Sotomayor's Catholicism ultimately played less of a role in her nomination process than did her Hispanic heritage. President Obama had promised a more diverse Court, 208 and Sotomayor was an early (if not the) favorite: a respected (though not exalted) female jurist, 209 she would also be the Court's first Hispanic member. 210 Ironically, Sotomayor's ethnic heritage proved a double edged sword, as the media became fixated on a statement she made during a 2001 Berkeley law lecture that "a wise Latina woman with the richness of her experiences would more often than not reach a better conclusion than a white male who hasn't lived that life." 211 A number of conservative pundits and politicians pounced on this statement, decrying its supposedly racist implications.
212
Even White House Press Secretary Robert Gibbs decried Sotomayor's "poor" choice of words, 213 while President Obama urged more focus on her judicial experience and personal "empathy," a notion itself criticized by conservatives as a potential sign of judicial activism. 214 
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[Vol. XXVII Sotomayor's Catholicism was ignored during her Senate confirmation hearings, which were dominated by her "wise Latina" remark and potential racial bias in a controversial discrimination case.
215
The nominee spent much of her hearing both distancing herself from these earlier statements and couching her jurisprudence as primarily precedent-based. 216 Akin to her predecessors, Sotomayor further avoided discussing specifics, echoing Roberts' proclamation that judges were essentially umpires, mechanically applying law rather than fostering social change. 217 The Senate eventually confirmed Obama's choice with a relatively healthy sixty-eight to thirty-one vote, and the Court's first Latina justice joined the bench in the fall of 2007. proper role of the judiciary and to explore whether Judge Sotomayor's Constitutional principles are as free-form as they seem from her record.").
215. Some support exists for this contention. The pro-choice credentials of Justices Scalia, Roberts, and Alito undoubtedly helped influence their selection and steer them through the Senate. Protestant nominees may have been seen as less ideologically rigid on this issue, and therefore riskier nominees. This notion is strengthened by the case of Harriet Meirs, whose ambiguous stance on reproductive rights helped ensure her political abandonment. Again, however, an "abortion correlation" fails to explain the botched nominations of Ginsburg or Bork, whose rejections had nothing to do with the issue of abortion. 241 While an "abortion correlation" therefore holds some merit, it is hardly conclusive.
(2) Democratic presidents have preferred moderately liberal and legally accomplished jurists, which often happens to correlate with the selection of many Jewish nominees. Justices Ginsburg and Kagan have directly attributed their foundational beliefs in social justice to their Jewish faith. And while the reasons are deeply contested, the Jewish community has produced a vastly disproportionate number of successful scholars, lawyers and judges. 242 Yet, save for perhaps Justice Ginsburg, there is little indication that any presidents selected justices because they were Jewish, nor did their Jewishness play to any larger political base. Further, had Richard Riley or Mario Cuomo accepted Clinton's initial offers, the Court would likely have only one Jewish member if that. The Court's impressive Jewish makeup thus seems largely a result of chance, combined with the undeniable legal talents of this particular community.
Hypothesis 3: A combination of factors have favored Catholic and Jewish nominees, ranging from ethnic correlations to geographical variables. 
Ethnicity and Gender
Geography
Geography was the dominant concern in the selection of early justices and has played some role in the nomination process throughout, at least as late as the Nixon administration.
244
It is thus logical to wonder whether the current justices' regional and religious affiliations are correlated. As David Bernstein recognizes, each justice, except for Anthony Kennedy, served on "the Boston-Washington Corridor" before being selected, 245 a region home to a disproportionate number of Catholics and Jews. 246 This fact alone, however, remains insufficient to explain these groups' prevalence on the Supreme Court, as the majority of the residents of this area still belong to Protestant affiliations. 247 Further, the connection between geography and jurisprudence is convoluted. Unlike in eras past, many justices lived and practiced in a number of different locales, often far from where they were born. The case of Clarence Thomas is illustrative here. Thomas has long stressed his Georgian roots, 248 and he is the only current justice born in the Deep South. He practiced law in Washington, D.C., however, and was nominated to the D.C. Circuit Court. Stephen Breyer's case is even more complicated. Born in San Francisco, Breyer practiced and taught in Boston before 243 
The Yale/Harvard Connection
Conceding that geography alone is inadequate to explain the current Catholic and Jewish Court, David Bernstein has proposed another potential correlation:
We can't neglect the issue of Harvard/Yale laws schools dominance of the nominee pool . . . Both schools have a lot more conservative Catholics than conservative Protestants, and of course Catholics are much more likely to be conservative Republicans, and especially to have anti-abortion sympathies. . . As for Jews and the Democrats, Yale was at least one-third Jewish when I attended, and I think has been so for a long time.
250
Indeed, with the retirement of Northwestern law alumnus John Paul Stephens and the recent confirmation of Harvard's Elena Kagan, the current Court is exclusively composed of Harvard and Yale Law graduates. 251 While these schools have a disproportionate number of Jewish students, 252 it is considerably more difficult to determine their Catholic populations. Even granting a healthy Catholic presence, however, we encounter the same dilemma as before, in that many (if not a bare majority) of these schools' alumni are likely of Protestant affiliation. While Catholic and Jewish overrepresentation at Harvard and Yale perhaps helps explain the considerable presence of Catholics and Jews on the Supreme Court, this correlation fails to account for its lack of a single Protestant.
The Kitchen Sink Hypothesis
While each correlation is alone insufficient, perhaps uniting them can yield a more complete picture. One can contend, for example, that presidents' concern with a more diverse Court, combined with their preference for Washington- Yet as I explored in a previous paper, 254 such totalizing claims conceal far more than they reveal. Simply listing a number of correlations both masks scholars' inability to gauge the importance of each and provides neither original nor particularly useful information. Throw out enough correlations and one can answer nearly any question, but doing so will enlighten no one.
CONCLUSIONS A. Defining Representativeness
Having analyzed our religiously non-representative Court, it seems crucial to re-evaluate the very concept of representativeness. This is especially pertinent given such an elite, small institution.
Of course, representativeness extends far beyond religion. Most obvious here is race: although African-Americans constitute about thirteen percent of the American population (and that number has been relatively stable for quite some time), 255 there have been only two African-American justices. And while the nation's Hispanic population has increased substantially in the last few decades, 256 only recently has a member of this group entered the Marble Palace. Supreme Court justices are also significantly wealthier than the general citizenry, 257 attended the same elite academic institutions, as described earlier, and were nearly all nominated from the circuit courts.
Many, if not all, of these categories are likely more important to the public than justices' religions. Yet which are crucial to a representative
